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1 Introduction
An interesting statistic, from a survey conducted with students undertaking Busi-
ness, Finance and Management undergraduate programmes at Middlesex Univer-
sity, Mauritius Branch Campus, revealed that 34% of them have chosen these pro-
grammes because they thought there would not be any mathematics or statistics
involved. Moreover, colleagues teaching social sciences subjects such as Psychology
have complained about the reluctance that the students show and the diculties
the students face, when they have to study statistics.
Clearly, from the very start, many students are ill-prepared when they have to study
mathematics and statistics modules at Middlesex University - Mauritius Branch
Campus. It is important that those students are guided and encouraged from the
beginning. There are dierent ways to do this. Some UK universities oer study
guides which students read to get prepared before they start their academic year.
Other institutions have Student Learning Assistants. Usually these are students who
help their peers (students like themselves) in their studies. Normally senior students
would assist junior ones. The aim of this report is to suggest innovative methods
which educators like myself can use, outside the classroom, to improve students'
performances in mathematics-related subjects. The initial focus will be on identify-
ing chapters in various modules across dierent levels, that can be used in \real life
experiments\. This can be in the form of either giving students enough resources to
enable them to experiment upon these theories, or using simulation in cases where
resources and budgets are limited. The aim here is for the students to actually see
that the theory they learn in the classroom is happening in real life. The Mathe-
matics and Statistics Society (Mathsoc) which was recently founded at Middlesex
University - Mauritius Branch Campus, can help in organizing these experiments as
well as setting up games which enable students' interactions and enhance students'
learning. Middlesex University opened its campus in Mauritius only three years
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ago, hence there is an understandable control over the budget given to societies.
Mathsoc allows these experiments to be done without putting too much pressure on
the people who are responsible for allocating those budgets.
Motivating students to learn is quite a challenge in itself, but when it comes to
subjects like mathematics, statistics and quantitative methods, the challenge might
be bigger due to the fact that these subjects are more complex, abstract and ap-
pear disconnected from the students' reality, especially those who are non-specialist
students (those who are studying the above-mentioned subjects as part of a non-
mathematical undergraduate programme).
2 Literature Review
It is important to review what some of the learned authors in the eld of Mathemat-
ics Education have to say about how the students perceive mathematics. According
to Brunkalla [1], many students dislike mathematics and the reasons they would
give for this would be that mathematics is hard or boring or mostly irrelevant. Kyle
and Kahn [2] mention that statistics is often regarded as tough to understand and
this usually leads to passive absorption of information. According to Haddad and
Jurich [3], motivating students to learn mathematics is one of the most important
and challenging task in an eective learning process. This is mainly because mathe-
matics is considered as an abstract subject and its tangibility is usually questioned.
Understanding concepts and mastering basic skills are only part of the learning
process. Students must be able to use the knowledge acquired in the classroom to
solve problems, formulate new problems and extend what they are studying in the
classroom to real-life scenarios.
Interestingly, Bradshaw [4] states that students studying mathematics do not con-
sider themselves to be good at problem solving. Lombardi [5] argues that all would-
be mathematicians should be "enculturated" into the discipline, and the earlier this
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is done, the better it is. Remembering facts and methodically applying the neces-
sary steps to solve a mathematical problem are essential, but students should also
be encouraged to learn the "genres" of the discipline. The author suggests that
students should know what it feels like for actual stakeholders beyond the classroom
to hold them accountable for their work products.
The limited resources of traditional classrooms create a false impression that the
eld of mathematics has little relationship to life outside the classroom. There is
a feeling that mathematics teaching tends to be theoretical and "bookish". It is
high time that this "myth" is broken and for students studying mathematics or
mathematics-related subjects to go out and analyze the validity of the theory learnt
within the four walls of the classroom.
2.1 Authentic Learning
As mentioned above, the focus of this report is on "learning-by-doing". Lombardi's
recent paper discussed the importance of such an approach in the eld of I.T. and
some of the points mentioned there can also be adapted to mathematics, statistics
and quantitative methods. The process of learning by doing is known as Authentic
Learning. Educators do believe that the Authentic Approach is an eective way to
learn even though it is not always easy to be implemented. It is obvious to see that
some experiments might be too dangerous to do, or resources might not be available
to perform certain exercises as they would be too expensive. Or, it might just be
impossible to do some of the experiments. Still, if it is within the capacity of an
educator and if students do not run the risk of getting hurt due to the dangerous
nature of a particular experiment, Authentic Learning should be encouraged.
Authentic Learning focuses on real-world, complex problems and their solutions,
using simulations, problem-based activities, case studies, and role playing. In this
day and age, where we need to prepare our students to compete in the global job
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market, Authentic Learning is an important tool which students can use to become
more comfortable with the complexities of poorly dened real-world problems. The
more they are faced with these types of problems, the better prepared they will be to
deal with their complexity and ambiguity. This will also give them the opportunity
to sharpen their analytical sense and develop their communication skills which are
required of them as professionals.
2.1.1 Expected Improvements in Students' Learning
The days are long gone when an educator's only role was to come to a classroom and
deliver lectures. Educators now have a more thorough structure in place which prob-
ably starts with knowing the academic background of students, then deciding which
types of teaching theories should be applied in that class. Summative and formative
assessments each have their own role to play and feedback on these assessments
are now a critical step in the "student learning" process. Hence, by implementing
Authentic Learning, educators need to understand the reason for such an approach
towards enhancing students' learning. The following is a list of some of the factors
that will improve students' experience.
1. Reection: Authentic activities which enable students to reect on their
learning, and identify weaknesses, both individually and as a team.
2. Collaboration: Authentic learners need to learn to work in teams. They
need to understand each other's roles and respect each other's contribution.
3. Preparing for the world out there: They have an early taste of what is
waiting for them in the real world when they graduate.
4. Understanding and learning other subjects: By having rsthand experi-
ence, students learn about other things, such as ethics, legal matters, sociology,
computer programming, etc.
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5. Triggering their curiosity: Hopefully, by adopting Authentic Learning,
students will awaken a sense of curiosity inside them which might develop into
a new hobby in the long-term or they might even decide to have a career in a
specic eld of study.
6. Importance of having a well-dened problem: With Authentic Learning,
students would understand the boundaries of the problem they are trying to
solve, as well as assumptions that prevail or should be discarded.
7. Adopting a Deep Learning Approach: Authentic Learning promotes a
Deep Learning Approach [6].
3 Identifying "Pilot" Chapters
At Middlesex University - Mauritius Branch Campus, the mathematics / statistics
/ quantitative methods modules are of the "applied" type. This means that the
contents of these modules are "practical-oriented" instead of just being focused on
theory. In this section, the chapters which are easier (in terms of availability of
resources, safety and manageability) will be discussed.
Also, to identify which chapters the students would like to "experience" outside the
normal classroom, a small survey can be conducted with second and third year stu-
dents. These students have been at the institution for a while and they understand
the purpose and importance of Authentic Learning, as they have already taken part
in some of those "applied" topics. Talking to colleagues to gather their opinions and
suggestions on the chosen chapters, is also crucial. Most of the lecture materials de-
livered at the Mauritius campus have been designed and prepared by the lecturers
at the UK campus, and their advices are extremely important. The chapters that
can be considered as easy to experiment for rst year students are given below, and
the methods used to implement them in real life will be discussed later in this report.
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1. Methods of Sampling: This chapter is introduced in the rst week, to rst
year students. From previous experience, it has been observed that students
enjoy learning about the numerous ways a sample can be chosen from a pop-
ulation. It is also interesting to see how they collect and then summarize
data using dierent techniques learnt in the lecture. It helps if the educator
informs the students that "Sampling" is a major chapter for the duration of
their undergraduate programme.
2. Linear programming: This is one of the biggest chapters in the whole of
the undergraduate programme. The idea is to nd ways for a businessman
to maximize his prot or for the customer to minimize his cost. The fact
that items such as tables, chairs, computers, whiteboards, etc. are available
around students makes it is easy for them to understand how the production
of these items work from both the retailer's and the client's perspectives. It
also helps that there are a few students at the university whose parents are
business people.
3. Financial Mathematics: This is probably an area where the students will
enjoy going out and gaining real world knowledge. There are two important
terms that students learn and they are "Nominal Rate" and "Annual Percent-
age rate". The dierence in these two terms are explained to students and they
are aware that these terms are used commonly in banks, and customers are
sometimes confused and mislead. Students may enjoy talking to bankers and
creditors and learning about those terms rsthand from such professionals.
4. Forecasting: Last but not least, forecasting is one of the most interesting
chapters for Business and Finance students. As an example, they may want
to forecast the share price of a particular company, in the near future, in order
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to decide whether it is worth investing in that company (which should be listed
on the Stock Exchange of Mauritius).
3.1 Other Chapters
These are chapters that might be implemented in the future, provided enough re-
sources are made available to the educators who would be conducting such experi-
ments. They might also be too tough to experiment, in which case they should be
done by experienced educators and senior students. There is no doubt that these
chapters would also trigger an interest in students, if they are "performed" outside
the classroom.
1. Critical Path Analysis (CPA): An extremely important chapter which also
encompasses other topics such as "probability", "Normal Distribution", "vari-
ance", etc. This chapter deals with the time it takes for a project (usually
one which spans over numerous days) to be completed. In theory, several as-
sumptions are made for the sake of simplicity and students would undoubtedly
learn much more if they were to be sent on sites where large scale projects are
being undertaken.
2. Queuing Theory: How long it would take to wait in the queue at our favorite
restaurant before being seated, and how long would it take to be served? This
is usually an obvious question asked by many of us. It is mathematically
possible to estimate these values and students would love to see whether they
tally in real life.
3. Stock and Inventory Control: This is a chapter where students learn about
when to replenish the stock in a warehouse. There are several times at which a
quantity controller might decide to order a fresh quantity of the items stored in
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the warehouse. Again, students can see if the mathematical approach (theory)
is being applied, and if so, to what extent, in real life.
4 Proposed Experiments
As mentioned earlier, some of the above chapters are easily feasible whereas oth-
ers might be dependent on the resources available to the educators and students.
This section looks at a few of the chapters again, and discusses the experiments
that educators can set up for students who want to adopt and advocate Authentic
Learning. It was also mentioned at the beginning of this report that Mathsoc mem-
bers are willing to help in implementing the Authentic Learning approach. It must
also be noted that the post of "Student Learning Assistant (SLAs)- coordinator"
was delegated to me, so these assistants could also be used to help out with the
experiments. The SLAs go through a two-days training session before embarking
in such projects. Their assistance is crucial and educators might nd that without
them the implementation of Authentic Learning is much more challenging.
4.1 Out of the Learning Place
4.1.1 Financial Mathematics
The two terminologies in question, Nominal Rate andAnnual Percentage Rate
are thoroughly explained in the lectures. Students are usually comfortable with
those denitions. They are usually used by bankers who advertise for credit cards.
A group of students can be sent to banks where their role would be to enquire about
the types of interests and regular repayments amounts they will have to pay if they
decide to go ahead with using a credit card. These terms will be explained properly
by those professionals.
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4.1.2 Linear Programming
Usually, the spots which keep on improving at the University are the I.T. labs,
where, due to growth in number of students, chairs and tables must be regularly
purchased. For health and safety reasons, there is always a maximum number of
computers (hence chairs and tables) that are allowed to be set up in a particular
lab. Also, as there are only four labs, students are often told that they can stay up
to a maximum of four hours in a lab, after which they need to vacate their place
to give someone else the chance to use the computers. It might be interesting for
students to analyse the eect an extra computer in the lab will have on the amount
of time students can work in the lab before they are moved. Or, they can study the
eect of changing the working time of four hours to ve hours in a particular lab.
4.1.3 Forecasting
Students, during reading weeks and holidays, can be sent to the Stock Exchange of
Mauritius (SEM) which is easily accessible, to obtain the list of companies currently
dealing on SEM, as well as a history of their share prices. As an experiment,
educators can ask those students to prepare of portfolio of seven companies which
they think would make a prot in the following two months. Students can then use
the theory learnt in class (forecasting) and apply that to "virtually purchase" shares
in those companies. It will be interesting to see students using the methodologies
learnt in the classroom in preparing their portfolio.
4.2 Computer Simulations
How physically feasible the above are, to be implemented, is a matter of perspective,
motivation, availability of resources (budget and SLAs). A fairly practical alterna-
tive is to use Computer Simulation which now plays a major part in the teaching
of mathematics and related subjects. This is often referred to as "Mathematical
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Modelling".
Figure 1: Mathematical Modelling Process
4.2.1 Mathematical Modelling
These days we have numerous software which can be used to model scenarios. Busi-
ness and Finance undergraduates at Middlesex University, Mauritius Branch campus
often rely on the software Simul8y, which gives fairly accurate simulations. More-
over, Mathsoc with the help of SLAs, will organize workshops once every month
whereby students would be invited to come and visualise those computer simula-
tions. Chapters, such as Queuing Theory and Travelling Salesman Problem
can be modelled and students will be shown how to solve those problems "visually"
instead of the usual pen and paper. By doing so, Mathsoc aims to alter the passive
way the students go on about their studies, into using a more dynamic approach.
Some advantages of simulation, as per Hearne's [7] lecture notes, are:
yhttp://www.simul8.com/
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1. No existing system currently available for experimentation.
2. The cost of experimenting on an existing system may be too great, or the time
necessary to evaluate possibilities is too great.
3. It may not be possible to develop an analytical model which would give the
analyst the information required to assess the system; the dynamics of the sys-
tem may be complex or no analytical solution has been found for the particular
system.
4. The dynamics of the system are not well understood, so building an analytical
system is not possible.
5 Proposed Implementation and Time Scale for
2013
My responsibilities at the university include acting as Honorary Adviser for Mathsoc
as well as coordinating the SLAs. The process of having the SLAs helping and
assisting Mathsoc to organize workshops will start in January 2013. The proposed
implementation and time scale for 2013 is as follows:
1. January 2013 - April 2013: Survey and Sampling
(a) First year students will be asked to design their own questionnaire for a
specic survey. They will then be sent to collect data from a sample.
(b) They will be asked to try dierent methods to collect those samples.
(c) They will then create a logbook where they will write the advantages and
disadvantages of using the respective methods of sampling.
2. May 2013 - September 2013: Stock Exchange of Mauritius
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Figure 2: Mathsoc and SLAs working together
(a) Second year students will be sent to SEM to collect valuable data on
companies listed on the stock exchange.
(b) Students will apply their Forecasting methods on at least seven companies
of their choice, to predict the share prices of those companies by end of
2014. At that time, they will evaluate the worth of their portfolio and
observe the discrepancies in their predicted share values.
3. January 2013 - December 2013: Simulation on Queuing Theory
(a) Monthly workshop on Simul8 will be run. To use the example in Queuing
Theory, students will be sent to the nearby Petrol Pump Station, where
they will observe the coming and going of cars. The queuing and servicing
time will be monitored. The probability of certain types of cars coming
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to be serviced might be worked out using Poisson Distribution. Once
some important parameters such as the Arrival Rate (), the Service
Rate (), the Trac Density () are calculated, the students can then
validate the theory they have been learning in Queuing Theory.
Activities for 2014 and onwards can be discussed in due course. The students'
ndings will be recorded for future reference. Other students taking over the men-
tioned experiments can then compare their own data with previously measured and
observed information. Also, it is important to observe how things (share prices,
queuing time, etc.) change with time.
6 Conclusion
One of the aims of promoting Authentic Learning is also to help students to be "in-
dependent learners". It is founded on a constructivist philosophy of learning.
The interactions here are between the learner, the task and the environment. Au-
thentic tasks that encourage and support student engagement and immersion in a
cognitive real environment can facilitate self-directed and independent learning [8].
It can also build up the condence of the learner, develop "portable skills" such as
Time Management Skills, Presentation Skills, Patience, Judgement and Flexibility
that most learners have diculties in grasping. It is high time that educators realise
that their role as knowledge providers is inadequate. Arming our students with the
necessary skills to be lifelong successful learners should be the focus now.
There is no doubt that without the management's support, Authentic Learning will
be obsolete and completely irrelevant in an institution. It might depend not only on
educators to manage the tasks but also on other students (SLAs). Available funds
to perform certain of the tedious tasks might have to be discussed beforehand with
the management team and in some cases, the surrounding community might have
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to be made aware of certain experiments that will be performed. Nevertheless, some
educators are convinced that this is the way ahead. In a certain way, educators are
trying to diminish the abstractness of mathematics and statistics by making them
more "tangible".
Hopefully this will revive students' interest in the subjects and this might help them
achieve better results not only in the academic assessments but also in the tests that
life throws at them.
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